Don’t Bet The Farm! Estate Planning For Farm Families
Even if you’ve got the best poker face, there is one thing that no farmer should ever gamble with: the
farm or the legacy value of the estate.
One of the central challenges facing farmers today is keeping ownership of the farm in the family from
generation to generation. According to the USDA, 98% of the farms in the United States are family
farms, and 70% of the nation’s farmland will change hands in the next 20 years. Disturbingly, most of the
industry is unprepared: 89% of farmers don’t have a farm transfer plan. Many of these business owners
will end up wasting a great deal of wealth by failing to successfully transfer the farm. Yet, with the
proper understanding and correct planning efforts, you can ensure that your farm is properly divided
among the next of kin.
To begin making your plans, you first need a basic understanding of the current regulations. At the
federal level, the recent fiscal cliff legislation (American Taxpayer Relief Act of 2012) allows for up to
$5.25 million per person to be transferred without incurring estate tax. In the case of a farm owned by a
husband and wife, this would allow for up to $10.5 million. However, anything above that amount is
taxed at 40%—this rate was increased from 35%.
One loophole most farmers are not aware of is that they can reduce the overall valuation of their farm
with what’s known as Internal Revenue Code Section 2032(a): Special Land Use Valuation. This provision
allows farmland to be valued at a lesser amount for estate tax purposes. Lower valuation will reduce
potential estate taxes. While the process can be complicated, it’s actually very helpful and something
you can discuss with a financial professional.
There is also a state inheritance tax to consider depending on the relationship to you of your heirs. In
Iowa, for deaths after July 1, 1997, there is no state tax on transferring the estate to children, stepchildren, or grandchildren. However, there are other situations of family estate transfers in which taxes
can be assessed.
In practice, let’s say that you and your spouse own a farm. Through sweat and determination you’ve
built it up to an operation valued at $13 million. You have three children—a daughter and two sons.
Your daughter and one of your sons work on the farm, but the other son was interested in technology
and became a computer programmer. Now, you are challenged with the tasks of transferring the farm
to your children, without owing a fortune in taxes, and finding an equitable solution for your son who
works with computers and not interested in the farm.
Looking at the rules above, the state tax on estate is not a concern, but the federal tax certainly is. At
$2.5 million over the exemption level, your children will be faced with owing the government $1 million
when you pass away. How can we reduce that amount?
For a business that is incorporated, one strategy is to use your annual gift tax exemption. Each person is
allowed to gift $14,000 per year. For you and your spouse, this means you could gift a total of $28,000
to each of your sons and your daughter, for a total of $84,000 annually, without paying taxes. This

amounts to over a million dollars in 12 years. If there are still concerns over estate tax liability, the son
and daughter in the business could take out a life insurance policy on their parents (you) to cover the
tax. Otherwise, the kids have to pay the estate taxes out of pocket or borrow the amount.
Lastly, you need to consider what to do for your son who is not interested in inheriting the family
business. One possible option is to use life insurance to ensure that he receives the same amount his
siblings will receive in dollar value. Since your farm is worth $13 million, you could take out a life
insurance policy worth $4 million, roughly 1/3 of the overall value. If this method is too costly or not
possible, there are other ways to leave aside an amount for the non-participating family member. As
always, it’s vitally important to consult experts when determining optimal solutions for your farm
succession planning, estate planning, and tax issues.
In the end, don’t gamble on your estate transfer when there is an optimal way to transfer it to your
children without sacrificing a huge amount of value! Do your homework and speak with a qualified
financial expert. Create a succession plan for your family and you’ll be ahead of the game and 89% of
the industry. Now that’s a winning hand!
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